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Question One: State whether the following statements are true or false:

(5 M)

statement
1.

A tax is an imposed amount collected only from individuals by the government.

2.

According to entity concept, Each tax entity must keep separate records and
report operations separately.

3.

Deductions are amounts that tax law specifically allows as subtractions from
net income.

4.

According to classified system, tax are levied on the total income of the taxpayer, no
matter how many sources of income.

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

T/F

A certain expenses that the law allowed to deducted it for individuals called
exemptions.
A conduit entity is a tax reporting entity that reports its results to the
government, but does not pay tax on its income.
The two basic accounting methods that are acceptable for tax purposes are the
cash method and the accrual method.
According to source theory, 100 $ which you found in barking is consider a
taxable income.
A tax is an imposed amount collected only from individuals by the government.

10. In Palestinian Taxes law, sales tax is consider as an indirect tax.

Question Tow: Multiple Choose (write answer steps for calculation question):

(4 M)

1- Salem is a nature taxpayer live in west bank. he has two sources of income: 100,000 and 20,000
NIS. According to classify system, tax amount is: (resident exemption = 36,000 NIS) write the
answer steps
a) 120,000 NIS.
b) 80,000 NIS.
c) 4,200 NIS.
d) other ________________
Answer _______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________

2- Are taxes imposed at a fixed rate on the taxable amount regardless of its value:
b) Qualitative taxes.
a) Proportional taxes.
d) Unified taxes.
c) Progressive taxes.
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3- The term which mean that is based on the taxpayer’s ability to pay:
a) Convenience.
c) Equality.

b) Annually.
d) Productivity.

4- The taxpayer should be able to determine the amount of tax and how to make the
required payment.
a) Economy.
c) Equality.

b) Certainty.
d) Productivity.

Question Three:

(6 M)

Mr. Omer has two sources of income as the following: Sole Proprietorship: 37,000 USD,
monthly salary: 3,000 NIS (he also works in government). If you know that he lives in
Bethlehem, and the exchange rate 1 USD = 3.57 NIS.
Instructions: using uniformly system:
1- Calculate his income tax.
2- Prepare accounting journal for tax payable and payment.

End of Questions
Good Luck
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